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E08-014 Target -Bump
 “Bumps”
 In the E08-014: three cryo-targets in 20 cells,
For LH2 (20 K), He3 (22 K), and He4 (19 K)

 All targets showed “bumps” in their Vertex-Z
(VZ) distributions.
 “bumps” changed with different beam currents.
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E08-014 Target -Bump
1) Hitting something before
the Target Chamber?
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 Check the sources
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No correlations with beam
positions.
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 Check the sources
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No correlations with focal plane quantities.
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2) Acceptance Effect?
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E08-014 Target -Bump
 Check the sources
3) Optics Reconstruction?
It scenes the problem is
from the gas.
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We also can see there is no
wired behavior near the cells
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E08-014 Data Analysis - Target
 Check the sources
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4) PID?
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E08-014 Target -Bump
 Check the sources
5) Cryo-Target non-uniform Density:
 To maintain the temperature for LH2 (20 K), He3 (22 K), and He4 (19 K).
Cryogenic flow
Beam

20 cm

Simple cartoon,
not a real design.

Warmer!
 The upstream part was always cooler than the downstream part.
 When the beam was on, downstream part has a stronger boiling effect.

E08-014 Target -Simulation
 Cryo-Target Density Uniformity – Proved by simulation
•
•
•

Running a simulation of the cryogenic target system for LH2, He3 and He4.
Preliminary study because we don’t have all information for the target system.
Results show non-uniform density-loss along the cell.
He4 Density-Loss (%) in the cell

Courtesy to Silviu Covrig in Jlab Target Group

E08-014 Target –New Problems
 Problems with the non-uniform density
 We want to extract the absolute inclusive cross sections:
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What is the distribution and the absolute density values?

 The density distribution also depends on beam current (boiling effect):
Boiling effect could be different along the cell due to the temperature fluctuation.

 Radiative Corrections:
a) Different radiation lengths in different parts (VZ & Theta dependence).
b) Different statistical distribution (more events with larger radiative effect)

Extract Density Distribution--I
 Boiling Effect Study:
 Taking data with different currents in the same kinematic setting (at the QE peak).
 Binning VZ into 60 bin and Calculating yields for each bin:
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 Fitting the slops and constants for the boiling effect:
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I  Beam current

Fitting parameters:

m(Zi) the slope in the ith Vertex_Z bin
Y iEX (Zi ,I=0)  the “yield” in this bin extrapolated to when beam is off
Y iEX (Zi ,I=0) = Y0 (Zi ).vs. VZ gives the relative density distribution with beam off
 Boiling Factors (B) in each bin:
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Needed to extract from other ways
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Extract Density Distribution--I
 Boiling Effect Study:

Fitting one bin
Study the boiling effect with HRS-L
and HRS-R data and compare.
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Extract Density Distribution--I
 Boiling Effect Study:

Plotting results for all bins

Y0 (normalized) Relative Target Density Distribution
Aluminum windows

Upstream parts have less boiling effects
compared with downstream parts.
Boiling Factors

If we know the absolute density at the
entrance of the cell (or any other places),
we know the absolute target profile with
any beam current.

Extract Density Distribution--II
 Extracting the density distribution from data:
•
•

•

•
•

Understanding the Vertex-Z distribution in Real Data:
density distribution + acceptance effects + cross sections
In MC Data: When the target density is uniform, then the VZ distribution is:
acceptance effects + cross sections (from model)
Two assumptions here:
(a) acceptance effects are well simulated by SNAKE
(b) cross sections calculated from models are close to real values.
We can disentangle the density distribution in the real data: Histogram Ratio
by using the MC data to remove the acceptance and cross section effects.
Disadvantage:
(a) rely on the performance of the MC and cross section model (two more systematic errors).
(b) still need the boiling study to extrapolate to 0-current and other current values.

Extract Density Distribution--II
 Extracting the density distribution from data:
Red  Real Data, Blue  MC Data

Extract Density Distribution -- Compare
 Two methods agree with each other:
Red-Line: at maximum currents with MC method
Blue-Line: extrapolated to 0 currents with MC method
Red-Dots: at maximum currents from Boiling Study
Blue-Dots: extrapolated to 0 currents from Boiling Study

•
•

Relative density distribution can be correctly
extracted.
However, need to know the absolute density.

Extract Absolute Density
 From the target survey report (D. Meekins):
The density was calculated using the temperature and pressure readings in the loop (not
in the cell).

Question: are the densities in the loop and at the entrance of the cell are equal?
At this stage, I say “YES” but I added a small correction factor.

 Additional Corrections:
“True”: The 2N-SRC plateau (a2) between heavy (foil) targets and cryo-targets,
like C12/He3, is independent of kinematic settings at high Q2.
Then: I got the correction factors (very small) by matching our a2 values with E02-019 values.
Question: a2 is from cross sections which involve may other quantities.
The analysis of errors could be complicated.

 Cryo-System Simulation:
The best way is to do a “close-to-realistic” simulation to see the difference of densities in
the loop and in the cell.  Need target group’s help!
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Radiative Correction
 Radiative Correction with Non-Uniform Target:
1, Radiation Length is calculated at the center of the target with uniform density:
Since the average value of Radiative Correction (RC) factors is equal to the one at the center
2, For non-uniform targets, the RC factors are different in different reaction locations and
paths.

3, The statistical distribution is not uniform (due to the target density), the radiation length
can not be fixed at the center.

Radiative Correction
 Radiative Correction with Non-Uniform Target:
a), Put the absolute density distribution in the RC code.
b), Divide the VZ into 20 bins. Calculate the RC factors in each bin
c), Vary the kinematic conditions as well as the absolute density. Check the differences.

We know the exact
location and path of
the event in MC data.
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Radiative Correction
 Statistical effect:
Upstream parts contribute more events because their high densities  Fake Physics!
Add the density distribution in the MC data (blue):
MC data with Z-dependence
RC implemented.

Summary
 In E08-014, the 20-cm long cryo-targets have non-uniform density distributions due to the
design of the coolant system.
 We are able to extract the relative density distributions with two independent methods.
 The absolute density relies on the survey report but may need an additional correction.
 The radiative effects for these non-uniform targets are complicated.
 We can handle the issue in a certain level, but could bring large errors.

 We would rather try to avoid this problem!

